
How to play
Basics

WASD - Move forward and backward and 
strafe left and right

Mouse - Change direction

Left-click - Basic ability
This may be a physical or ranged attack, based on the character, If 
pressed when the character is holding food they’ll spit it. 

Right-click - Special ability
Varies greatly between characters, some perform different attacks, 
some heal, some change modes and much more

E - Eat 
Press once to grab food in your mouth, press repeatedly to chew and 
swallow food

R (hold) - Puke
Hold R to puke up all the food you’ve eaten and return to a previous 
character. We’re currently working on this, so at the moment there’s a 
bug where the puke effect will not appear for a couple of seconds before 
transforming back. Just keep holding the button and you’ll transform, 
promise. 



How to play
Details

Grow is a pretty wacky game and the early development stage means 
we haven’t had much of a chance to make game goals clear, so we’ve 
written a bit of a description on the finer points of the game.

At the start of a game of Grow you’ll hatch from an egg as a tiny 
‘Nom’. Nom’s are weak and often require teammate protection. The 
main goal of being a Nom is to collect food and transform into more 
powerful species, though he’ll eventually have other roles as well. 

 

In the current version of the game plants provide food. Standing near 
a plant grows a bulb which will burst and drop a certain kind of food: 
meat, fruit or candy. Eating meat makes you stronger, eating fruit 
makes you smarter and eating candy makes you faster. Eating enough 
of one type of food allows you to transform into a new creature. The 
HUD displays how close you are to transforming into each type of 
creature. 

The current plants will soon be replaced 
with far more fun and interesting models 
and will require player interation to 
produce food

The plan is to have team-specific eggs



The current growth tree featuring 10 characters. 7 of these 
characters are still placeholders and are currently being reworked.

You can attack with the left-click or try out each character’s unique 
right-click abilty. These abilities are set to change a lot, but for now still 
work to make each character interesting. 

We generally use a team-based brawl as we’re focused on the 
characters themselves, but we’ve been experimenting with a capture 
the flag offshoot to encourage teamwork. You can support your 
teammates in their attacks or dish out your own.
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